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HauteCUISINE

OCTOPUS
The octopus at
Artisan Beach
House is one of the
spot’s specialties,
expertly prepared
by chef Tony
Coddington.

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY
Artisan Beach House, Forte dei Marmi, Leynia and TATEL Up the
Ante as they Enter Miami’s Haute Dining Scene.

Photos: Courtesy of Artisan Beach House and Karen Fuchs (dining room, mozzarella
and ravioli), and Ilona Oppenheim (tuna tartare)

BY PAIGE MASTRANDREA
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Sea Scallop
Carpaccio from
Artisan Beach
House

ited to renowned designer Chad Oppenheim
who worked in collaboration with Milan-based
craftsman and designer Henry Timi. Together,
they created a contemporary aesthetic that conjures up the allure of Italian beach culture with
particular inspiration drawn from the Forte dei
Marmi seaside resort located in Northern Tuscany. The two-level restaurant and arts club is
decorated in subtle tones of white with delicate
touches of greenery decorating the outside area,
creating a magical garden space that romantically illuminates with soft touches of candlelight
at night. Haute 100-lister Riccardo Silva and
wife Tatyana–who is the owner—are some of
the main forces behind the project,

Miami has had no shortage of dining options

meal, make sure to taste the Straw-

this season, especially with haute new openings

berry Shortcake and the Peanut But-

everywhere from Brickell to Miami Beach and all

ter Doughnuts.

the way north up to Hollywood. While it’s tough

In the quaint SoFi area lies Mi-

to stand out in the competitive crowd, each of

ami’s newest Italian gem: Forte dei

these Miami eateries offers something different,

Marmi. Housed in a 1938 Mediterra-

catching our eye and gaining our seal of approv-

nean-revival villa, the spot is not only

al as must-try spots right now.

one of the most beautiful restaurants
in the city, but also one of the most

The first is Paula DaSilva and Seth Green-

authentic, serving amazing five-star

berg’s new Artisan Beach House at the

Italian cuisine from two Michelin-

stately Ritz-Carlton Bal Harbour resort. Ar-

starred father-and-son chefs An-

tisan Beach House marks the dynamic duo’s

tonio and Raffaele Mellino. The

second collaboration, following 1500 Degrees.

breathtaking design can be cred-

bringing their own personal exper-

“

The spot
is not only
one of the
most beautiful
restaurants
in the city,
but also one
of the most
authentic.

”

tise to complete the five-star dining
experience. Must-try dishes include
the Prawn Carpaccio and Tuna
Tartare to start; the house-made
Spaghetti and Clams as well as the
Tagliolini with Alaskan crab; and
the Black Cod for the main course,
which is expertly prepared over a
flavorful, organic tomato gazpacho.
A side of the Zucchini Fritti is a
must, as well as a sweet taste of the
desserts, like the classic Tiramisu.
On the second floor is the FDM

The pair changed things up a bit with their second spot, creating a beautiful culinary destinaPhotos: Courtesy of Artisan Beach House and Karen Fuchs (dining room, mozzarella
and ravioli), and Ilona Oppenheim (tuna tartare)

tion that evokes a quaint beach house with an

Tuna Tartare from Forte dei Marmi

amazing, seasonally inspired menu. The menu
is curated by DaSilva and Chef De Cuisine
Tony Coddington, a Michelle Bernstein protégé and former collaborator of DaSilva’s, and
it is something to write home about, featuring
dishes both nostalgic to their upbringings and
inspired by current culinary cravings. “There is
definitely a global element to the menu, but the
foundation is approachability. My style is very

FORTE DEI
MARMI
the home-cooked
pasta at Forte dei
Marmi is extraordinary, prepared inhouse by the two
Michelin-starred
chefs Antonio and
Raffaele Mellino.

simple: respect for the ingredients, smart sourcing, proper technique and big flavors,” DaSilva
notes. DaSilva’s ethos for simple food with big
flavors shines through each dish in a unique
way. Must-try dishes include the Octopus, the
Crispy Pork Belly, the Braised Short Ribs and
the Japanese Wagyu. To put a sweet end to the
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Arts Club, a cultural lounge space offering
guests a sophisticated programming of performances, screenings, concerts, art exhibitions
and more.
Up next we have the newest addition to
the Delano Hotel, Leynia, taking over the
old Bianca space. With a unique and diverse
menu of Argentinian and Japanese fusion
dishes that continue to stun, dish after dish,
with bold flavors, beautiful presentations and
artfully crafted cocktails, this restaurant is destined to be one of the city’s best. The interior
still incorporates the emblematic Miami style
design first envisioned by design extraordinaire Philippe Starck, with beautiful tones
of white and greens, set inside the stunning
outdoor terrace overlooking the pool and courtyard. The modern feel of the restaurant perfectly offsets the rustic, authentic Argentinian

“

cuisine being fired up in the kitchen, setting

The modern feel of the restaurant perfectly
offsets the rustic, authentic Argentinian cuisine being
fired up in the kitchen.

”

the stage for a truly unique dining experience
that incorporates both art and cuisine beautifully. The menu features two different sides,
one predominantly Argentinian and one with
more Japanese dishes like fresh sashimi, sushi

Photos: Courtesy of sbe

BICICLETA
The finale of the
meal at Leynia
is of course, the
famous dessert
presentation that
comes out on
an Argentinian
bicicleta right to
the table.

Photos: Courtesy of Sam Uribe (interior), TATEL (food) and Alan Silfen (Nadal)

Bazaar Mar dining room
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authentic as it gets—from its fresh-cured Jamón Ibérico, to the rich Tortilla Trufada, the garlic-infused
Avocado with carabineros al ajillo, Calamari Andalusian style and of course the signature Veal Milanese TATEL—which is served tableside as the waiter
delicately fries an egg on top and sprinkles a hefty

The long-awaited
“
TATEL has finally graced

the Miami scene, backed by
the Spanish power squad
Enrique Iglesias, Rafael
Nadal and Pau Gasol.

”

Interior of TATEL

and other seafood dishes. Executive chef Jose
Photos: Courtesy of sbe

Icardi helms the kitchen, using his Argentinian
background and also his previous experience
spearheading the kitchen at Katsuya to deliver
both cuisines. Although everything on the menu
is fantastic, be sure to try the Ceviche, Salmon
cone topped with caviar and wasabi, Eggplant
Tostada seasoned with pesto and garlic aioli, the
Empanadas, the authentic Chorizo and the 10

on the DJ Booth, and the pinnacle element of de- portion of fresh truffles over—each plate will take
sign: a breathtaking sculptural metal chandelier you on an exciting, flavorful culinary journey to Macomposed of more than 1,000 bronze tubes and drid. The cocktail menu is also noteworthy, with the
illuminated by LED lights that rests above the cir- traditional Spanish Verano de TATEL as a best-sellcular bar area, grabbing the attention of guests as er, along with an extraordinarily fresh and smooth
they walk into the restaurant. The walls are lined Lychee Martini, as well as an extensive wine list.
with elaborate murals and contemporary inter- We recommend trying the Muga white wine, which
pretations of Spanish-inspired art, which were all comes from a vineyard also owned by the owners of

oz. Rib eye—which comes with an unbelievable

curated by the famed STUDIO GRONDA, adding TATEL. If you’re lucky enough, you may even get to
a pop of color to the classically decorated interior catch a sighting of Iglesias or Nadal, who have been

chimichurri sauce. And of course, the star of the

of the restaurant. TATEL boasts a menu that is as frequenting the spot since its opening.

show is the dessert, which arrives to the table

RAFAEL NADAL
AND ENRIQUE
IGLESIAS
The two owners
have been spotted
frequenting the
restaurant with
friends and family
since its opening.

on the spot’s signature hand-painted “bicicletas”
Photos: Courtesy of Sam Uribe (interior), TATEL (food) and Alan Silfen (Nadal)

(which come all the way from Argentina). The
final product is a champagne-lemon sorbet, created right in front of the table as it undergoes a
special process with liquid nitrogen, artfully plated in a glass bowl shaped like a fish. It tastes just
as amazing as it looks.
Finally, the long-awaited TATEL has finally
graced the Miami scene, backed by the Spanish
power squad Enrique Iglesias, Rafael Nadal and Pau Gasol. The Madrid hot spot has
dubbed Miami as its second—and first U.S.—location that just debuted at the end of March, right
in time for the Miami Open at the beautiful RitzCarlton Miami Beach. The stunning interior of
the restaurant pays homage to the Roaring ’20s,
decorated with elegant touches like black terrazzo
floors with mother-of-pearl details, copper finishes

Tatel
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